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ACHIEVEMENT A

ACHIEVEMENT F

ACHIEVEMENT O

ACHIEVEMENT K

ACHIEVEMENT T

BONUS ACHIEVEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT B

ACHIEVEMENT G

ACHIEVEMENT P

ACHIEVEMENT L

ACHIEVEMENT U

ACHIEVEMENT C

ACHIEVEMENT H

ACHIEVEMENT Q

ACHIEVEMENT V

ACHIEVEMENT D

ACHIEVEMENT I

ACHIEVEMENT R

ACHIEVEMENT M

ACHIEVEMENT W

ACHIEVEMENT E

ACHIEVEMENT J

ACHIEVEMENT S

ACHIEVEMENT N

ACHIEVEMENT X

Received 100% 
on 3 Kumon 
assignments

Went screen-free 
(no phone/TV/PC) 
for two full hours 
on the weekend

Helped a friend 
with a chore

Did an outdoor 
nature activity (e.g. 

identify 2 birds, 
count 10 stars, find 
3 different insects)

Solved a problem 
by myself - e.g. I 

had to fix my bike, 
solved a riddle

Wrote and shared 
a Thank You letter 

to a teacher/
coach/parent

Sang a song

Read a book/
story/article  

and discussed 
with a friend

Completed 3 
days of Kumon 

homework between 
6/15-6/22

Created a piece 
of artwork 

Taught a friend  
or family member 

something new

Gave a 
friend a 

compliment

Completed 10 
achievements 
on this sheet 

Learned a new 
concept in  

Kumon

Completed a 
fitness activity 
(go for a walk, 
played a sport, 

stretch) 

Wrote a poem 
(or haiku or 

limerick)

Read a book / 
Had a book  
read to you 

Completed
a Puzzle 

(jigsaw, sudoku, 
word search)

Wrote 1-2 
sentences about 
something you 

learned at 
Kumon.

Showed one act 
of kindness to 
someone else, 

and share what 
you did and why

Take a picture with your Instructor and your 
activity board and share it on social media with 

#practicemakesachievements

Wrote a note to a 
Kumon Student 
who may need 

motivation

Wrote about one 
way you would 

like to help your 
community this 

year

Recycled 5 items 
(e.g. plastic,  

cans, bottles), 

Donated a food, 
book, or 

clothing item

Set a goal for
your Kumon 

progress

practice makes
achievements challenge

Complete the achievements below along with the questions on the next page. Use the check boxes to keep track of completed achievements.  
For any achievements with the pencil icon (       ) next to the score write your answers on the back. Add up the total number of points            on the bottom. 
Score at least 50 points to win a prize!

Students must remain enrolled in the month the activity takes place in the Center through the month that winners are announced. Prizes and winners will be selected at the individual 
participating Centers by using a point system formula.  Instructors, at their sole discretion, will determine the applicable prizes.   Kumon North America, Inc. is not responsible for 

determining prizes. Most Kumon Centers are independently owned and operated. See Center for applicable terms and conditions. © 2022 Kumon North America, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ACHIEVEMENT F J

R T

V W

STUDENT 
FULL NAME

ACHIEVEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

Answer the following mandatory questions and use the boxes below to list your achievement(s).

1) What about yourself makes you feel most proud?

2) How has Kumon helped you beyond math and/or reading?

practice makes
achievements challenge
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